
aNewSpring was recently endorsed by the Bill Gates foundation

ADAPTIVE LEARNINGADAPTIVE LEARNING AND

KNOWLEDGE RETENTION SYSTEMS



Develop training that helps learners and professionals learn smarter and perform better.

 Use various learning activities, develop content using our online editor, and make it pretty

 by choosing the look & feel you want. Our flexible structure helps you to re-use and update 

content centrally for multiple courses without duplication.



ADAPTIVE LEARNING
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In the mission critical world of corporate training and induction

it’s no revelation that every learner has their own strengths, faces

personal challenges and applies different learning strategies. This

universal truth is the reason why an adaptive learning training

platform holds deep value, as it is data-driven and continually

takes data from students, adapting their learning pathway to    

change and improve over time for each student.   Our fully customised

systems give managers the power to ensure that every employee is 

fully trained and on track to deliver a high level of service.   

By adopting an adaptive learning platform for your training

programmes, knowledge gaps of your learners or employees are

constantly identified and course content is automatically adapted

using complicated algorithms, to suit.

That means a huge time saving as there is no need to sift through

content that is already understood. As such, trainers use this tool

to provide a far more efficient service at virtually no cost or risk.  

Based in Rotterdam and distributed by New Leaf Technologies in

Africa, aNewSpring offers adaptive learning software. Sobethu 

Consulting is one of a number of Reseller Partners of aNewspring

platform in Africa. 

For one large bank in Holland that implemented blended learning

using aNewSpring, a 60% reduction in learning time over normal

online e-learning systems was secured, and the pass rate did not

drop. The cost per module was 1/3 that of a traditional elearning

system and significantly more people went on the courses. 

We use our adaptive systems to reduce training time and increase 

the retention of what is learnt. Right up front we will teach you 

how use the system. That means no long-term or hidden consultancy 

fees. Using special adaptive algorithms each individual learner 

automatically has a personalised course to suit their own unique 

knowledge levels.  

You can use your content, or content that we can provide, which

is automatically adjusted specifically for each person to improve

in areas of weakness. The multimedia system can combine Word

documents, Excel spreadsheets, Presentations, Video, Audio and 

many other file types to create course content.

Blended learning solutions mean that you still use a classroom

training environment for necessary practical components,whilst 

using the online solution for other components. The full aNewSpring 

package includes a Memo Trainer knowledge retention system (KRS) 

or this can be provided as a separate “add on” to any existing 

online system.          

WITH PERSONALISED AND ADAPTIVE LEARNING
WE BELIEVE THAT THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO HELP PEOPLE LEARN: 
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100% cloud based value 

added training platform

Offer clients a 

blended learning 

solution 

Access a built-in 

knowledge retention 

system

Measure in 

real-time what 

is being learnt 

through the 

training

Access free 

ipad, iphone and 

smartphone apps

aNewSpring includes 

gaming interaction 

capabilities

Cut down training content 

management and training 

course time

Customise the 

look and feel 

of the courses

No incurring 

of server or 

hosting costs 

BUSINESS BENEFITS OF ADAPTIVE LEARNING
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1 year

Per user per year subscription - Unlimited number of courses

All in one complete adaptive learning solution

LSMS. LCMS & Authoring tools included

Works on all devices

Easy to develop and upload own content

Natural user interface

Cloud based

Credits system (unexpiring)

Licence validity

Number of questions

Number of courses

Number of content pages

Number of activities

Hosting Fees
Data Fees

Learning / Student

Trainer / Instructor / Teacher

Mentor / Moderator

Content Author / Developer

Administrator

Own URL and customizable

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited
Unlimited
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MAIN FEATURES

LICENCES

ROLE TYPES
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Cloud based

Multiple choice
Multiple response

Fill in the blank
Hotspot
Open question

Text
Visual Editor WYSIWYG
Video
SCORM 1.2
Flash
Images
Text with images
Text with video
Text with flash

Vimeo
Webinars
YouTube

HTML page

ISSUU
SlideShare
Prezi
Ability to change / update content immediately
Dat ownership
Import and export content
Pre/post and ongoing knowledge retention / assessment

Matrix question

Trainer assessment

Import and export questions
Off-line potential
Multi language capability

Access for disabled learners / participants

Customizable look and feel
Course app
Knowledge retention app
Easily deployed and managed

Create customizable sub environments for different clients

Open API

SYSTEM

QUESTION TYPES

CONTENT TYPES
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Lesson

Assignment

Assessment

Documentation

Random Assessment

Hand-in Assignment

Blended Learning
Social Learning
Facilitated Learning
E Learning
Inquiry/ Survey
SCORM
360 Degrees Feedback
Certificate
Webinar

Memo Trainer
Learning Nuggets
Downloadable App
Send prescribed questions to learners daily, weekly monthly
Extra Training
Personalised Learning
Course adapts to suit knowledge gaps
Mobile
Cloud Based Application
Single Sign On

Different look & feel - adaptable
Searching function
Reuse course material in different courses
Templates for reusing course structure
Reuse question material with IMS QTI standard

Course Dashboard
Extended Statistics

ADAPTIVITY

ACTIVITIES

LCMS

FOR MENTORS
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Course Dashboard

Extended Statistics

Communication with learners

Respond to content

Notification from learners that finished the course

Ask the trainer - Skpe or E Mail

Add calendar points
Add documentation
Individual trainer per assignment
Add a certain lesson to a specific group
Plan webinar
Activate or inactivate activities
Bulk import of learners details
Bulk export of results

User management

Group management

Search function for users

Access to access codes, accounts and subscribers

Admin or access code subscription

Communication centre

Bulk notifications

Course notifications

Group notifications

Exportable results reports

Auto send certificates

Log in history reports per student

Analyse course content

Track individual/ group progress and performance

SCORM and AICC link with different learning environments

Register and assign administration roles and responsibilities

Built in authoring tools

WYSIWYG course editor

Activate course parts on date

Trainer activates course parts

Notify learners when course parts are ready

Set conditions per module/activity

Totally natural interface
Seamless instant delivery

COURSE STRUCTURE

MANAGEMENT

FOR TRAINERS
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Asnwers and discussions between learners and trainers

Dscussion panel

Collaborative learning

Communication centre

Student list with profiles

Trainer list with profiles

File uploads

Profile with sicial network link

See results after test

Gamification options

Compare results to other learners

Reseller function

Web shop or course page

Demo

Different payment methods

Order workflow and overview

Course branding available

SOCIAL

WEB SHOP

SUPPORT
Online student helpdesk
Direct students to own content help page if required
online and telephonic helpesk for trainer, author and developer
Local support
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EXCEPTIONAL E-LEARNING PLATFORM
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Our learning enhancement platform is designed to empower 

institutions of higher learning, training providers and corporates 

to create exceptional learning products that help professionals 

learn smarter and perform better. Most LMS’s focus on the 

management of learning but training providers need a learning 

platform that focuses on delivering an excellent user experience 

to their learners. aNewSpring is specially designed for use in 

professional training in any subject field. We have been working 

with training providers since 2003 and keep developing 

aNewSpring to meet their needs. 

We believe powerful learning occurs in the optimal mix of on and 

offline learning activities, which is why this concept is called 

blended learning. With blended learning you can make it 

possible to organise knowledge training online, and work on 

skills and attitude training in the classroom. The combination of 

instructor led training and online automated adaptive guidance 

offers the learner an optimal learning experience.
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Start building your training programme and inspire your audience. No more boring training. 

Our team is ready to help you get started building 

your inspiring learning journeys. Free product demo is available on request. 



Unit 10 Leogem Commercial Park, 90 Richards Drive, 
Midrand, Johannesburg

T: +27(0) 11 805 0439 | F: +27(0)  86 659 9456 | E: info@sobethu.co.za
www.sobethu.co.za


